Abstract.
Introduction
A classical topic in the automatic continuity problem of linear operators is the problem of the automatic continuity of derivations. Many authors have been interested in this topic (see, e.g., [2-4, 6-9, 11, 15, 16] ) since, twenty-five years ago, Johnson proved (in [10] ) that derivations on complex commutative semisimple Banach algebras are continuous. For Banach algebras, the JohnsonSinclair theorem, which establishes that every derivation on a semisimple Banach algebra (real or complex) is continuous [11] , is perhaps the most outstanding result in this line.
Our goal in this paper is to randomize the Johnson-Sinclair theorem. For that, we say that a linear random operator, fl, on a Banach algebra A, is stochastically derivative when
¥[D(ab) = D(a)b + aD(b)]=l,
Va, be A, and we show (Theorem 3.3.1) that stochastically derivative linear random operators, on semisimple Banach algebras, are stochastically continuous. Now, following the pattern of [ 17] , it is logical to weaken the condition of being stochastically derivative in the following way.
We say that a linear random operator, D, on a Banach algebra A is probably derivative if there exists 0 < Ô < 1 such that
¥[D(ab) = aD(b) + D(a)b]>ô,
Va, be A.
In the last section of this paper our purpose is to inquire into the stochastic continuity of such operators. 2. Some topics about the continuity of linear random operators Throughout this paper, we consider a fixed probability space (Yl, I, P) and, given a Banach space, Y, we denote by -26(ñ, Y) the linear space of all YvaluedBochner random variables on (Yl, X, P), which, with the almost surely (abbr. a.s.) identification, is an F -space with the convergence in probability topology [13] .
A linear random operator from a Banach space X to .56 (fí, Y) is called linear random operator from X to Y.
It is said that a linear random operator, T, from X to Y, is stochastically continuous when {x"} -> x, in X => {T(xn)} -> T(x), in probability.
This property can be characterized as follows: for every 0 < e < 1, 3M > 0 such that P[||r(jc)|| < Af||jc||] > e , VxeX. Since a(T) is indeed a minimum (see [17] ), it is clear that T is stochastically continuous if and only if a(T) = 1. Now, we consider linear random operators which behave as stochastically continuous ones on some measurable subset of Yl. For that, let fío be a measurable set, with P [fí0] > 0, and let T be a linear random operator from X Xo Y. Considering ¡Qo as a new probability space (with the inherited structure from Yl), we can define the operator r/iio: X -> .26 (fí, Y) by T/ao(x) = T(x)/n0, and this linear random operator 7/cj0 is said to be a conditional operator of T.
We say that a linear random operator, T, is probably continuous when some of its conditional operators are stochastically continuous. Besides, if T/ç^ is stochastically continuous then a(T) > P[Qo], trivially. Reciprocally, probably continuous linear random operators are these which have stochastically small separating subspace. To be exact, as we proved in [17, Theorem 7] , if T is probably continuous then, there exists a measurable set, i2o. with P [fío] = <*(T), such that T/çiç is stochastically continuous. Moreover, the set {P [fío] : T/Qq is stochastically continuous} has a maximum which coincides with a(T). (In consequence, a(T) can be considered, in this sense, as the probability of T being stochastically continuous.)
We conclude this section observing that by [17 The following lemma is essential for the conclusion of the basic results of this paper. Given a set, J, we denote by &(J) the family of all finite subsets of J. Lemma 3.1.2. If X is an infinite dimensional irreducible Banach A-module then, for all x in X, the application Dx: a -> D(a)x is stochastically continuous. Proof. We assume that y in X is such that Dy is not stochastically continuous, and we shall deduce a contradiction from this assumption.
We denote the centralizer of A on X by 33 . Since X is infinite dimensional over 33, there exists a countable set {xq , xx, ...} of 33-independent vectors in X such that ||jc"|| = 1. Applying inductively the last lemma, we obtain a sequence {an}ne® in A satisfying that, for every n in N,
2) a"---axx"=y, and {a" ■■ ■ axXj, j > n} is 33 -independent. Now, we can assume that
where xn is a convenient positive constant. Since Dy is not stochastically continuous, by Theorem 2.1, there exists 0 < ô < 1 such that we can obtain, inductively, a sequence, {6"}neN, in A, satisfying that (1.5) Pvill<IIM<l, VneN, Proof. In a first step, we show that if n is in N, then Qm +fYLi Qj = A, V/n > n.
In effect, let n := maxik e {I, ... , m -1}: Qm + ffj=x Qj = a\ . If n < m -1, then, for every a in A, we have that there exists ax in Qm and bx in f1"=i Qj sucn that a = a\ + b\. LeX u be a modular unit of Qm (which exists because A/Qm has a unit element). Since A = Qm + Qn+X, we can find a2 in Qm and b2 in Qn+X suchthat u = a2+b2, so that au = (ax(a2+b2)+bxa2)+bxb2 lies in Qm + ("Ç*J Qj . Therefore, a = (a -au) + au belongs to Qm + [)"+{ Qj, which contradicts the definition of n . Now, proceeding as in the proof of [18, Lemma 2.2] from the first step, it follows that the homomorphism a -> (a + Qx, ... , a + Qn), from A to ©;=i A/Qj is onto, for all n in N. In consequence, the same argument used in [18 Qn= f]Pi, v«eN.
i€Fn Since A/Q" is isomorphic to 0¡6f (A/Pi) (see [11, Lemma 3 .1]), the codimension of Q" is finite. On the other hand A/P is a primitve Banach algebra, for every primitive ideal, P [5, Proposition 26.9], so it is semisimple [5, Proposition 24.14]. If, in addition, the codimension of P is finite, then A/P has a unit element [1, Theorem 3.1]. Thus, we also deduce that A/Qn has a unit element.
Since (P" + Pm)/Pn and (P" + Pm)/Pm are two-sided ideals of the simple algebras A/P" and A/Pm , respectively, we have that P" + Pm = A , V« # m . Therefore, Lemma 2.1 of [ 18] proves that if m is not in F" then Pk + Qm = A, V/c e F", and, applying the same lemma again, we deduce that Qn + Qm = A, V« ¿ m.
We just show that Lemma 3. Since A is semisimple, the mapping a -> 0,6ft(a + P,), from f)ieIo Pi to (&i€Fe(A/Pi) is injective [5, Proposition 24.14] . Therefore, n,e/0P. is a (semisimple) finite-dimensional subalgebra of A, so by [1, Theorem 3.1.1], it has a unit element, which is denoted by e . LeX {an}neN be a sequence in A converging to zero and such that {i)(a")}"€N converges to b, in probability. Then {i)(«?a")}"6N converges to eb, in probability, so eb lies in the separating subspace for the restriction of D to D,e/ P. > that is stochastically continuous because f]ieI P, is finite dimensional. Therefore, eb = 0 (a.s.), so that, Vxi,..., x" e Xi, Vy.,..., y" e X2.
For n = 1 the result is true. We assume that the previous equality is satisfied for a natural number, n . Then, if Xi, ... , x"+i are in Xx and yx, ... , yn+x are in X2 , we have that for X, ß in R+ , We observe that, if in the above corollary y(D) = 1 (i.e., D is stochastically derivative), then Theorem 3.3.1 is obtained.
